GBS FastWorks

Taking Compliance to the Workforce,
Adding Value to the Business

Expertise matters
The Compliance Solution for Environmental, Health and Safety, Quality Assurance and Risk Management

GBS FastWorks software enables organisations to exploit their investment in Health & Safety (including OSHA), Quality, Environmental and Business Risk compliance delivering accelerated value back into the business, promoting continuous improvement, reducing cost and the impact of liability and risk.

Regardless of the scope of your organisation’s compliance environment, GBS FastWorks is an effective tool for defining and implementing policy, conducting audits and reviews, minimising the risk of product and plant failures, avoiding compliance fines and penalties, avoiding executive negligence cases as well as cutting overall costs.

GBS FastWorks provides a suite of browser based, integrated applications that support the administrative, management and reporting needs of the compliance management processes. Modules can be purchased or rented individually presenting solutions that meet all budget, business & operational constraints.

Regular updates to our software reflect the changes in regulatory and industry requirements enabling our customers to remain compliant. By enabling you to reduce the administrative burden of compliance, GBS FastWorks enables you to focus on your other core operational issues. With GBS FastWorks, you do not just manage compliance – you exploit it!
Advantages Snapshot

- Supports & promotes a culture of continuous improvement across multiple standards & organisational structures
- Eases the process of achieving and maintaining compliance to standards & practices including Environmental, Quality, Occupational Health & Safety (including OSHA in USA), Business Risk
- Enables corporate risk, liability & claim costs to be controlled & reduced
- Enables audit costs & fees to be reduced
- Enables liability insurance premiums to be reduced
- Enables organisational standing to be improved within stakeholder & market communities
- Enables significant administrative cost to be removed from the compliance process
- Promotes collaboration, standardisation, delegation and accountability
- Enables organisations to move to a proactive rather than reactive culture
- Enables corporate & personal liability to be controlled and reduced
- Enables lost productivity and absences through non conformances & accidents to be reduced
- Produces an archive of activity, evolution & accountability for robust legal defence

Integrated modules eliminate the complexity of managing your organisational compliance

Integrated Management System
- Document control
- Audits
- Corrective actions
- Equipment maintenance
- Meetings management
- Employee Training Awareness & Records
- Dashboards, alarms & notifications
- Projects
- Action and task tracker

Environmental Management System
- Aspects & impacts
- Emergency planning & response
- Legal register
- Monitoring & analysis
- MSDS (Materials Safety Data Sheets) & HAZMAT (Hazardous Materials)
- Emergency preparedness
- Legal register

Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S – OSHA)
- Accident management following HSG245 method of investigation
- Risk assessments
- Claims management
- OH&S Policy Manual

Quality Management System
- Engineering changes
- Customer management
- Customer requirements
- Inspection & test
- NCMR (non conforming materials reports)
- Process change
- Supplier management & SCAR’s (Supplier Corrective Actions)

Absence Reporting & Management
- Telephony, email & SMS integrated absence recording & management notification
- Absence trending & analysis
- Bradford score reporting
- Return to work interviews
- Fit note management
- Integration with 3rd party Occupational Health providers

Bringing Compliance to Life